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A B S T R A C T   

The tetanus neurotoxin (TeNT) is one of the most toxic proteins known to man, which prior to the use of the 
vaccine against the TeNT producing bacteria Clostridium tetani, resulted in a 20% mortality rate upon infection. 
The clinical detrimental effects of tetanus have decreased immensely since the introduction of global vaccination 
programs, which depend on sustainable vaccine production. One of the major critical points in the 
manufacturing of these vaccines is the stable and reproducible production of high levels of toxin by the bacterial 
seed strains. In order to minimize time loss, the amount of TeNT is often monitored during and at the end of the 
bacterial culturing. The different methods that are currently available to assess the amount of TeNT in the 
bacterial medium suffer from variability, lack of sensitivity, and/or require specific antibodies. In accordance 
with the consistency approach and the three Rs (3Rs), both aiming to reduce the use of animals for testing, in- 
process monitoring of TeNT production could benefit from animal and antibody-free analytical tools. 

In this paper, we describe the development and validation of a new and reliable antibody free targeted LC-MS/ 
MS method that is able to identify and quantify the amount of TeNT present in the bacterial medium during the 
different production time points up to the harvesting of the TeNT just prior to further upstream purification and 
detoxification. The quantitation method, validated according to ICH guidelines and by the application of the total 
error approach, was utilized to assess the amount of TeNT present in the cell culture medium of two TeNT 
production batches during different steps in the vaccine production process prior to the generation of the toxoid. 
The amount of TeNT generated under different physical stress conditions applied during bacterial culture was 
also monitored.   

1. Introduction 

The tetanus neurotoxin (TeNT) is one of the most toxic proteins 
known to man, second only to the group of botulinum neurotoxins [1]. 
TeNT is produced by the widespread Gram-positive soil bacteria Clos-
tridium tetani as a single polypeptide (approximately 150 kDa) which is 
subsequently cleaved into a two-chain active holotoxin, consisting of an 
N-terminal light chain of 50 kDa and a C-terminal Heavy chain of 
approximately 100 kDa, linked by a single disulphide bond [2]. The 
heavy chain is involved in target recognition, binding, and subsequent 

cell entry while the light chain includes a zinc-dependent endopeptidase 
that is responsible for the inhibition of neurotransmission [3,4]. This 
inhibition is responsible for the paralytic clinical effect of tetanus that 
still causes morbidity and deaths worldwide, particularly in infants and 
non-immunized adults, despite global vaccination programs [5,6]. 

Vaccination against tetanus was introduced in Europe and the United 
States in the 1920s–1930s and in many countries general vaccination 
has been performed since the 1940s [7]. The vaccine antigen consists of 
the chemically detoxified TeNT, termed tetanus toxoid. The vaccine 
manufacturing process starts with the generation of stable and GMP 
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monitored C. tetani seed lots that produce TeNT. Next, the toxin is pu-
rified and inactivated by treatment with formaldehyde, generating the 
toxoid. The toxoid is then mixed with adjuvants, generally aluminum 
salts, prior to filling and packaging of the vaccine [8]. This final product 
is then subjected to batch release, an extensive quality control testing 
performed by both the producer and an official control authority. The 
latter quality control assays are mainly based on monographs from the 
different pharmacopeias, including the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. 
Eur), the United States Pharmacopoeia (USP), or alternatively World 
Health Organization (WHO) guidelines [9]. Similarly at the producers 
end, there is a global interest to apply the consistency approach which 
relies on the strict application of a quality system and of a consistent 
production of batches and should result in the reduction in the number 
of animals used in testing of the biological products [10]. Consequently, 
this also incorporates a thorough characterization of the product during 
development and during the production process or, alternatively, in case 
of changes into the manufacturing process. 

One of the major critical points in the production of clostridial vac-
cines is the stable and reproducible production of high levels of toxin as 
the industrial TeNT production is sometimes hampered by low titers and 
occasional batch failures [9,11]. Quantitation of TeNT is traditionally 
carried out by an in vitro flocculation method which expresses the 
amount of toxin in terms of Limit of flocculation (Lf) units [12–15]. The 
Lf method is based on binding of the tetanus antigen and a specific 
antiserum, which produces a flocculent precipitate. However, the Lf test 
is known to suffer from considerable variation in output and is, per 
design, semi-quantitative [16,17]. As an alternative in vitro approach to 
TeNT quantitation, various enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays 
(ELISA) have been developed [18–22]. Although these ELISAs have 
proven to be highly specific and sensitive, they rely on the generation 
and management of either polyclonal antibodies derived directly from 
the serum of immunized animals, or monoclonal antibodies derived 
from hybridomas which also require animal immunization [20–25]. 
Consequently, in accordance with the consistency approach and 3Rs 
principles, TeNT quantification for in-process product monitoring would 
benefit from animal- and antibody-free analytical tools. Targeted 
quantitative LC-MS/MS represents an alternative, animal friendly 
approach. In recent years, LC-MS methodologies have been successfully 
applied in the field of vaccine development [26,27]. 

In this paper, we describe the development and validation of a new 
and robust antibody free targeted LC-MS/MS method that is able to 
identify and quantify the amount of TeNT present in the bacterial me-
dium at different production time points up to the harvesting of the 
TeNT just prior to further upstream purification and detoxification. Our 
data also demonstrate that the method is suitable for real-life in-process 
monitoring of TeNT production and could replace the currently utilized 
semi-quantitative flocculation assay, known to suffer from lack of 
sensitivity and robustness. Additionally, our data also demonstrate that 
this newly developed method can also be utilized to assess the impact of 
changes in culturing conditions, known to affect the classical floccula-
tion test, or to support the optimization of culture process. This work 
was carried out as part of the Innovative Medicines Initiative 2 (IMI2) 
project VAC2VAC (Vaccine batch to vaccine batch comparison by con-
sistency testing). 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Culture supernatant production 

2.1.1. Bacterial strains and standard culturing conditions 
Both a TeNT producing seed strain (strain A) and a non-TeNT pro-

ducing strain, originating from strain G761 which lacks the plasmid that 
harbors the gene that encodes for the protein [28], were grown at 
Sanofi-Pasteur under standard growth condition by using small-scale 
batch fermentation [9]. All culturing occurred in duplicate. Small ali-
quots of the bacterial medium were taken at different time points (S1 =

41 h post inoculation; S2 = 65 h post inoculation; S3 = 89 h post 
inoculation; S4 = 113 h post inoculation; S5 = 136 h post inoculation, 
S6 = 142 h post inoculation, S7 = 143 h post inoculation where the 
bacterial growth was stopped by cooling at 10 ◦C and by the addition of 
salt (final concentration of 2% (w/v) NaCl and 1.3% (w/v) NaHCO3) to 
improve cell lysis and this until time point S8 = 160 h post inoculation. 

The aliquot of the cell suspensions was first centrifuged (5 min at 
4000×g) and the supernatants was subsequently filtered through a 0,22 
μm filter to make sure no remnant bacteria were present. Next, 110 μL of 
10 × protease inhibitor mixture (Roche) was added to 1 mL superna-
tants, followed by a quick mix by vortexing, storage, shipment, and 
subsequent storage at Sciensano at temperatures below − 70 ◦C. 

2.1.2. Different stress conditions 
Additionally, to the standard conditions, the TeNT producing strain 

was also subject to three different stress conditions, including lowering 
of the pH of the growth medium to pH 6.0, cessation of the agitation 
during culturing and an increase of the incubation temperature by 2 ◦C, 
to 36 ◦C. All culturing occurred in duplicate, and aliquots of the 
culturing medium were taken at eight different time points during 
production. A schematic overview of the different sampling conditions is 
given in Fig. 5A. These samples underwent the same procedure as 
described in 2.1.1. 

2.1.3. Determination of the optical density (OD) and flocculation test 
Optical density (OD) reflects the growth monitoring of Clostridium 

tetani. OD values are obtained by measuring cell suspension at 600 nm. If 
required, cell suspension was diluted in 0.9% NaCl. 

The amount of TeNT present in the in the culture supernatant was 
determined by means of a flocculation test, conform the test described in 
the European Pharmacopoeia [29]. Since this assay is known not to be 
sensitive and requires a high volume of supernatant, the concentration 
measurement was not performed on the first 2 sampling points, S1 and 
S2. 

2.2. Sample preparation for mass spectroscopic analysis 

2.2.1. Stock solutions and reagents 
A stock solution of 25 Lf/ml TeNT was generated with the extracel-

lular medium from non-TeNT producing bacteria and purified TeNT. 
Reagents: Acetonitrile and methanol were ULC-MS grade and pur-

chased from Biosolve (Valkenswaard, the Netherlands). Water was ob-
tained using a Milli-Q Gradient A10 system (Millipore, Billerica, MA, 
USA). Analytical grade formic acid was bought from Merck (Darmstadt, 
Germany) while ammonium bicarbonate (purity >99%) Dithiothreitol 
(>98% HPLC purity), iodoacetamide (purity >99%) and Tween-20 were 
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). Sequencing grade modi-
fied trypsin from Promega (Wisconsin, USA) is used as digestion 
enzyme. Sequencing grade modified trypsin was purchased from 
Promega (Madison, WI, USA). All reactions were performed in Eppen-
dorf LoBind protein tubes. 

2.2.2. In silico selection of peptides 
UniProt release 2016_11 was used to obtain the different available 

TeNT sequences. The database UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB, 
Magrane and the UniProt consortium, 2011) was searched for the terms 
“tetanus neurotoxin”. Multiple sequence alignment was performed using 
Clustal O v. 1.2.2 [30]. Next, the different proteins were subjected to an 
in silico digestion with trypsin by using Peptide cutter (Expasy). Only 
those peptides that were present in all protein sequences, contained at 
least six amino acids to a maximum of 20 amino acids, and for which the 
lowest digestion probability exceeded 80%, were included. To deter-
mine the specificity of the candidate peptides, the sequences were 
queried with BLASTP +2.4.0 in NCBI using the default parameters. Only 
those peptides that were specific for TeNT were retained. Proteotypic 
peptides containing amino acids susceptible to side chain reactions were 
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omitted. Additionally, the very hydrophobic and very hydrophilic pep-
tides were rejected since they can either be problematic due to solubility 
issues or result in LC retention time instability respectively [31]. Of the 
remaining peptides, those with internal proline or glycine were favored 
as they are known to generate intense fragments, resulting in a panel of 8 
candidate peptides (see supplemental Table 1). 

2.2.3. Internal standards (IS and ISd) and external calibrant 
Peptide standards were custom synthesized to a purity level of ≥98% 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Stable heavy isotope 
labeled versions of the two selected peptides, belonging to the light 
chain (Lc) or the heavy chain (Hc) of TeNT respectively were also 
generated by Thermo Fisher scientific (purity GLD(I*)YYK = 98.48%; 
purity VGYNAPG(I*)PLYK = 99.64%). Stock solutions of 40 ng/mL were 
made by dissolving the IS in Milli-Q water and were stored at − 20 ◦C. In 
addition, a chimeric peptide, composed of two altered sequences (3 
amino acid substitutions) of the above mentioned peptides (VAY-
QAPGIPLYKGLEIYYK; purity 98%) was used to determine the digestion 
efficiency and act as positive control, termed ISd. Standard stock solu-
tions of ISd at 40 ng/mL were made by dissolving the chimera in Milli-Q 
water and stored at − 20 ◦C. 

For each TeNT quantification experiment, a calibration curve was 
generated using the stock solution of TeNT and diluted to the desired 
concentrations (0.25; 1.25; 6.25; 18.75 and 25 Lf/mL) with medium 
from non-TeNT producing bacteria (external calibrant). Final concen-
trations of both IS (0.85 ng/mL) and ISd (40 ng/mL) were then added to 
the either the calibration curve or the samples that were to be analyzed. 

2.2.4. Sample clean-up and tryptic digest 
Prior to the enzymatic digestion, the samples underwent a simple 

sample clean up step to remove interfering substances. Briefly, 50 μL of 
each aliquot was transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf LoBind tube 
(Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) and 450 μL of cold methanol (stored at 
− 20 ◦C) was added, followed by vortexing and incubation for 20 min at 
− 20 ◦C. Next, the tubes were centrifuged at 20 000×g for 5 min and 450 
μL of supernatant was removed. The pellet was washed once with 
methanol prior to the drying of the samples at 60 ◦C and subsequent 
incubation at − 20 ◦C for at least 2 h. The sample was first reconstituted 
with 50 μL of PBS +0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 and underwent the addition of 
the control peptides (IS and ISd), reduction with dithiothreitol (final 
concentration of 15 mM, incubation for 20 min at 99 ◦C) and alkylation 
of the cysteines by iodoacetamide (final concentration of 20 mM, in-
cubation for 30 min in the dark at room temperature). Next, the mixture 
was diluted with 0.1 M ammonium bicarbonate pH 8.0 to a final volume 
of 470 μL containing 5 μg of trypsin per sample. The digest was incu-
bated overnight at 37 ◦C and the reaction was stopped by adding 10 μL 
of a 10% (v/v) formic acid solution, followed by a vacuum concentration 
step (5 h at 45 ◦C). The pellet was first incubated at − 20 ◦C for at least 2 
h prior to reconstitution with 500 μL of 1% (v/v) formic acid solution. 
After digestion the peptides were centrifuged at 20 000×g for 5 min and 
the supernatant was transferred to injection vials. 

2.3. Instrumental conditions LC-MS/MS 

The UPLC-MS/MS system consisted of an Acquity UPLC system in 
line with a Xevo TQ-S triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Waters, 
Milford, MA, USA). The chromatographic separation of 10 μL of digested 
and labeled peptides was performed with a mobile phase consisting of 
0.1% formic acid in water (A) and 0.1% (v/v) formic acid acetonitrile 
(B) at a total flow rate of 0.3 mL/min while the column temperature was 
kept at 45 ◦C. Peptide separation was performed with an ACQUITY UPLC 
CSH C18 Column (2.1 × 150 mm, 1.7-μm particle size). The elution 
method employed is an optimized gradient starting at 3% B to 70% B in 
8 min followed by a column wash and equilibration steps. Briefly, a 1 
min isocratic elution with 3% is followed by, a linear increase to 14% 
over 1 min, a linear increase to 20% in 2 min, an increase to 70% in 4 

min, followed by a 2 min wash step at 99% B and a 2min re-equilibration 
step at 3% B. The samples were ionized by means of an electrospray 
probe in positive mode operating at a cone voltage of 30 V for the IS and 
at 45 V for the ISd. The capillary voltage was set at 2.25 kV. The selected 
reaction monitoring (SRM) method acquisition method was constructed 
using the following source parameters: 2.25 kV spray voltage, 150 ◦C 
source voltage, 500 ◦C desolvation temperature, 150 L/h cone gas flow, 
1000 L/h desolvation gas flow, 0.15 mL/min collision gas flow, and 7 
Bar nebulizer gas flow. The collision energies were optimized for each 
selected peptide, IS and ISd. The selected quantification and confirma-
tion fragments with their respective collision energies are listed in 
Table 1. The dwell time for both transitions (except for the ISd where 
one single transition served as quantifier and qualifier) was set in order 
to acquire at least 12 data points. 

2.4. Validation of the method 

Validation of the TeNT quantitation method was performed based on 
ICH guidelines [32] and the total error approach [33,34]. 

2.4.1. Selectivity, specificity, LOD, LLOQ, ULOQ, linearity of the 
calibration line and matrix effect 

Briefly, the selectivity and specificity of the method was assessed. In 
addition, the limit of detection (LOD), the lower limit of quantification 
(LLOQ), and the upper limit of quantification (ULOQ) were determined 
by means of the output of the external calibrant. Additionally, linearity 
was assessed for TeNT concentrations ranging from 0.25 to 25 Lf/ml by 
applying least squares regression analysis. Adequate linearity was ach-
ieved when the regression coefficient (r) ≥ 0.99 and non-linearity was 
tested with a Mandel’s fitting test as described in Refs. [35,36]. Potential 
matrix effects were evaluated by comparing the obtained amount of 
TeNT at the LLOQ and ULOQ at 3 different time points (described in 
2.1.1.). All injections were performed in quadruplicate. 

2.4.2. Trueness, accuracy, precision, and uncertainty by means of the total 
error approach 

This approach estimates the “total error” (TE) by combining the 
systemic error (bias) and the random error (intermediate precision) to 
determine the difference between the observed result and the true value. 
In other words, the highest error of an analytical method can be esti-
mated. The TE (%) is calculated as bias (%) + 1.65 × intermediate 
precision (%). The factor 1.65 implies that 95% of the results will fall 
within the TE limit, given a Gaussian distribution. 

For this experiment, TeNT-spiked blank samples (medium of non- 
TeNT producing bacteria at the S4 time point) were made daily in 
triplicate at five concentration levels (0.25; 1.25; 6.25; 18.75 and 25 Lf/ 
mL) and analyzed for at least six consecutive days. Also, each day a 
calibration curve was generated for six concentrations (0.25; 1.25; 6.25; 
12.5; 18.75 and 25 Lf/mL). The corresponding concentrations were 
calculated from the measured peak areas using the calibration curve. 
These calculated concentrations (i.e., the 5 concentration levels) were 
used to determine, for this concentration range, the applicability of 
linear relationship between the measured and theoretical concentra-
tions, the trueness, precision (repeatability and intermediated precision) 
and accuracy, by means of a validated Excel spreadsheet [36–38]. The 
β-expectation tolerance limits, calculated at each concentration level, 
can be used as a predictive tool such that 95% of future results using this 
analytical method are expected to fall within the predefined acceptance 
limits [− λ; λ]. For the current method, the acceptance limits were, in 
agreement with the industrial partners, predefined to be within a target 
range of ±30%, with the exception of the LLOQ, where a target range of 
±40% was deemed to be acceptable. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Choice of quantitative targeted LC-MS design 

There are currently several LC-MS/MS approaches described in the 
literature to quantify the amount of protein in the sample [40]. The 
indirect method, via quantification of the peptides after digestion by 
estimating the concentration of this peptide based on the LC-MS/MS 
response of the internal standard, which is often a stable isotope 
labeled (SIL) surrogate peptide. This methodology compensates for the 
variation resulting from the mass spectrometry instrumentation itself 
but does not compensate for the variability introduced in the digestion 
step as this will generate most of the variation in the outcome [39]. To 
this end, extended peptides or chimeric peptides, consisting of the pro-
teotypic SIL peptides, are sometimes used. However, even these peptides 
cannot mimic an entire protein. Therefore, recently SIL versions of the 
protein of interest gained popularity since they will enable the tracking 
of the protein throughout the entire analytical procedure [40]. SIL 
proteins are generally added at the start of the sample extraction and can 
account for almost all variation ranging from sample preparation, 
enzymatic digestion, pre-analytical treatments as well as the mass 
spectrometric ionization. However, a huge drawback for the use of SIL 
proteins as internal calibrants for protein quantification is their high cost 
of production. Alternatively, hybrid methodologies, using an external 
calibrant with internal standards can be used, generally meaning that 
the purified version of the protein of interest is used as calibrant when 
present in an analogous matrix which also contains SIL peptides 

[41–46]. This latter, more economically favorable methodology, re-
quires the generation of proteotypic SIL peptides, the availability of 
reference protein and the availability of a very similar matrix. The latter 
is generated for our experimental set-up by the use of the growth me-
dium of the non-TeNT producing Clostridium tetani strain whereby an 
external standard corresponding to a known amount of purified TeNT is 
run in parallel to the cell culture analyte samples, using the same SIL 
peptide standards and identical LC-MS/MS workflow (see Fig. 1). 

3.2. Development of the SIL internal standards, external calibrant and 
sample preparation 

Prior to selection and procurement of the SIL peptide standards, a 
subset of the 8 specific tryptic peptides selected according to the in silico 
criteria (Section 2.2.2) were synthesized without use of heavy labels and 
screened using MRM (see supplemental Table 1). The most abundantly 
detected peptides for the light chain (GLDIYYK) and heavy chain 
(VGYNAPGIPLYK) respectively were retained. Moreover, we confirmed 
that these peptides were indeed present in 3 independent tryptic digest 
experiments of the purified TeNT that were performed according to the 
previously described settings [47]. Accordingly, heavy isotope labeled 
versions of those peptides, GLD(I*)YYK and VGYNAPG(I*)PLYK, were 
synthesized and used as the internal standards (IS). As mentioned above, 
SIL peptides cannot account for variability in the LC–MS/MS analysis 
introduced by upstream steps such as sample preparation and digestion 
[48,49]. Therefore, for each quantification experiment of TeNT, a cali-
bration curve was generated from the stock solution of purified TeNT of 

Table 1 
Summary of the selective reaction monitoring characteristics of the selected peptides, also including their sequences, their location on the protein and their retention 
time. IS= SIL labeled internal standard, ISd = internal standard for the digestion. The asterix indicates the amino acid which is labeled.  

Sequence TeNT position (#AA) Start and End Scan Time (min) Transitions Cone voltage (V) Collision Energy (V) 

GLDIYYK Light chain 29-35 4.2 to 5.8 436.40 > 701.30 (y5+ as quantifier) 
436.40 > 586.40 (y4+ as qualifier) 

30 
30 

15.0 
15.0 

GLD(I*)YYK IS 4.2 to 5.8 439.80 > 708.20 (y5+ as quantifier) 
439.80 > 593.30 (y4+ as qualifier) 

30 
30 

12.0 
16.0 

VGYNAPGIPLYK Heavy chain 
1227–1238 

5.2 to 6.8 646.4 > 787.40 (y7+ as quantifier) 
646.4 > 633.40 (y5+ as qualifier) 

30 
30 

19.0 
18.0 

VGYNAPG(I*)PLYK IS 5.2 to 6.8 649.90 > 794.30 (y7+ as quantifier) 
649.9 > 640.40 (y5+ as qualifier) 

30 
30 

21.0 
18.0 

VAYQAPGIPLYKGLEIYYK ISd 6.2 to 7.4 729.40 > 827.00 (y14++ as qualifier) 45 25 
VAYQAPGIPLYK Isd fragment 5.2 to 6.8 660.40 > 858.60 (y8+ as qualifier) 45 21  

Fig. 1. Scheme illustrating the experimental set-up, described in 3.1, for quantitation of TeNT.  
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known content and diluted to the desired concentrations (0.25, 1.25, 
6.25, 18.75, and 25 Lf/mL) with medium from non-TeNT producing 
bacteria (see Fig. 1). As an additional internal control specifically to 
monitor the digestion (ISd), we also included a chimeric peptide con-
sisting of a combination of the chosen TeNT peptides but with 3 amino 
acid substitutions so the peptides obtained from the chimeric synthetic 
peptide could be distinguished from the ones originating from TeNT 
(VAYQAPGIPLYKGLEIYYK). This chimeric peptide was used mainly 
during the digestion optimization process. 

As a direct dilute-and-shoot experiment might not be recommended 
for the quantification of TeNT in complex matrices such as bacterial 
media, the use of an easy, low-cost and mass spectroscopy compatible 
sample clean-up by protein precipitation was performed and assessed for 
recovery by bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay on the starting solution, 
pellet and dried supernatants (data not shown). To select the optimal 
conditions for sample precipitation, one volume of TeNT in cell culture 
matrix was incubated with 9 vol of several different classical solvent 
systems that were each stored at − 20 ◦C prior to mixing (methanol, 
acetonitrile, methanol: acetonitrile (50:50), and trichloroacetic acid/ 
acetone). Optimal results were obtained with 100% methanol and in-
cubation at − 20 ◦C for at least 2 h. The BCA results were confirmed by 
LC-MS/MS experiments where the recovery of the native peptides was 
compared between the precipitation conditions. Since we could not 
exclude the possibility that some fraction of the sample might not pre-
cipitate, the external calibration standard was subjected to the same 
clean-up and tryptic digestion protocol (see Methods section). In order 
to account for the impact of multiple protein impurities expected to be in 
the samples, the amount of trypsin used for the digestion was optimized 
using a fixed amount of TeNT (25 Lf/mL) that was spiked in non-TeNT 
medium. It was found that the addition of 5 μg of trypsin generated 
stable and reproducible results and moreover, no signal increase was 
observed for higher amounts of trypsin. 

3.3. Development and optimization of the LC-MS/MS method 

The UHPLC conditions were developed and optimized using a Waters 

Acquity CSH C18 Column (2.1 × 150 mm; 1.7 μm particle size). An 
optimized UHPLC gradient, taking 12 min in total, including cleaning 
and equilibration steps generated different retention times among the 
cluster of natural peptides, co-eluting IS peptides and the ISd fragment, 
and the cluster containing the ISd peptide. The optimal selective reac-
tion monitoring (SRM) conditions were determined for each peptide 
separately by direct infusion and verified by testing different SRM 
conditions for samples that consisted of the different peptides present in 
the resuspended and digested protein pellet obtained from the non-TeNT 
containing medium. 

3.4. Validation of the targeted LC-MS/MS method 

3.4.1. Specificity, selectivity, LOD, LLOQ, ULOQ, linearity of the 
calibration line and matrix effect 

In order to develop an appropriate methodology to quantify the 
amount of TeNT during the production process, it is essential that the 
method is able to correctly identify and distinguish the selected peptides 
of interest from the matrix ingredients and from each other. This can be 
achieved by combining the two separation mechanisms of LC and MS/ 
MS allowing the analysis of complex mixtures. The specificity and the 
selectivity of the utilized targeted LC-MS/MS method is illustrated in 
Fig. 2 (quantifier transitions) and supplemental Figure 1 (qualifier 
transitions). This must be demonstrated for the sample concentration 
corresponding to the limit of detection (LOD) at which the least 
responsive peptide (the Lc peptide: GLDIYYK) can be correctly identified 
in all TeNT containing samples with a signal to noise ratio greater than 
3.3 and is absent in the samples originating from non-TeNT producing 
culture. In addition, the lower limit of quantification (LLOQ) was 
determined as the lowest concentration where precision and accuracy 
could be demonstrated (see 3.4.2). Furthermore, the LLOQ must have a 
signal to noise ratio ≥10 and was also assigned as the lowest point of the 
calibration curve. The upper limit of quantification (ULOQ) was deter-
mined as the highest sample concentration where precision and accu-
racy could be demonstrated (see 3.4.2). 

The LOD was determined to be equivalent to 0.025 Lf/mL TeNT, the 

Fig. 2. The LC-MS/MS chromatograms obtained for the quantifier transitions of the Lc (A) and Hc peptides (B), their SIL versions (termed IS), for the medium of non- 
TeNT producing bacteria after trypsin digestion and the medium of non-TeNT producing bacteria spiked with 0.25 Lf/mL TeNT prior to the digestion step and spiked 
with IS. The boxes indicate the presence of the Lc and Hc peptides while the arrows indicate the internal controls. 
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LLOQ was 0.25 Lf/mL and the ULOQ was 25 Lf/mL. Moreover, the 
relationship between the responses was shown to be linear for all 6 
concentration levels assessed within the concentration range of 0.25–25 
Lf/mL. The linearity of this six point calibration curve was assessed via 
least squares regression. All R2 values were above 0.98. In order to verify 
the possibility of a quadratic relationship, a Mandel’s fitting test was 
performed. A linear model was preferred as all the calculated F-values 
were lower than the critical F-values. This quantification range was 
judged to be acceptable since the Lf assay has an LLOQ for TeNT close to 
the ULOQ of the LC-MS/MS method. Moreover, the developed method is 
almost 10-fold more sensitive than a previously described LC-MS/MS 
based TeNT detection method [18]. When compared to a specific 
quantitative ELISA test for TeNT quantitation, the proposed LC-MS/MS 
method appears to be approximately 25-fold less sensitive [20]. How-
ever, it should be mentioned that the LODs obtained for the ELISA 
methods, are obtained with either the purified TeNT or purified toxoid, 
whether or not in the presence of adjuvants, and thus may not reflect the 
real-life conditions when working with the detection and quantification 
of a protein in complex bacterial medium. 

Additionally, potential matrix effects should be evaluated as the 
presence of salts or other peptides could result in assay variability. As 
this method was developed to assess the amount of TeNT present in 
bacterial media at various stages of fermentation, we evaluated the 
amount of TeNT present in the medium at three different time points 
(see 2.4.1). All injections were performed in quadruplicate and sub-
jected to a t-test, which demonstrated no matrix effect. However, the use 
of bacterial medium prior to the inoculation with bacteria demonstrated 
a significant effect (data not shown). Therefore, the current method can 
be utilized for the quantification of TeNT starting from 19 h post 
inoculation. 

3.4.2. Validation of the quantification by means of the total error approach 
The validation of the quantification method was performed accord-

ing to the general ICH guideline and by using the total error approach 
[32–34]. Unfortunately, there are no predefined validation acceptance 
limits that are directly applicable on the quantification of TeNT during 
vaccine manufacturing. However, based on matrix complexity and the 
overall purpose of the assay, the guideline ICH M10 for bioanalytical 
assays could be applied [50]. Three different quantification strategies 
were assessed based on the use of either the Lc or the Hc peptide as 
quantifier or as the mean value obtained when both the Lc and the Hc 
peptide served as quantifier. The generated results are summarized in 
Table 2 and Fig. 3. 

3.4.2.1. Linearity of the results. Linearity is the ability of an analytical 
procedure to provide test results which are proportional to the con-
centration. This linear correlation between the theoretical and measured 
concentrations (for the predefined concentration range) is expressed by 
the R2 which must be ≥ 0.99. The linearity of the method is acceptable 
as R2 values are above 0.999 (see Table 2). 

3.4.2.2. Trueness. The trueness of an analytical procedure expresses the 
closeness of agreement between the average value obtained from 
repeated measurements and the theoretical “true” value (termed “ac-
curacy” according to ICH guidelines). This is a measure of the systematic 
error of the method and is expressed in terms of relative bias. According 
to ICH M10, the trueness is deemed acceptable if relative bias between 
the theoretical and measured values for a given concentration level is 
within ±15%, except at the LLOQ, where it must be within ±20%. From 
Table 2 it can be concluded that the trueness for all components is 
acceptable since the relative bias is in all cases ≤10.46%. 

Table 2 
Trueness, precision, accuracy and relative expanded uncertainty of the chromatographic methodology for the three different back calculation strategies (RSD: relative 
standard deviation).   

Concentration Lf/ 
mL 

Lc peptide as 
quantifier 

Hc peptide as 
quantifier 

average of 
both 
peptides 

Predefined acceptance criteria 

Linearity (R2) / 0,999 0999 0,999 0.99 
trueness % 0,25 +2,22 +4,44 +3,33 ±15%, except at LLOQ where 

±20% is allowed 1,25 +2,56 +2,38 +2,47 
6,25 +8,63 +10,46 +9,54 
18,75 +2,89 +4,44 +3,66 
25 +7,51 +8,46 +7,99 

Precision repeatability % 0,25 12,63 11,35 10,57 15%, except at LLOQ where 
20% is allowed 1,25 9,18 11,93 8,69 

6,25 4,45 5,33 4,30 
18,75 5,36 7,93 5,91 
25 7,93 6,38 6,20 

intermediate precision % 0,25 12,63 12,61 10,57 15%, except at LLOQ where 
20% is allowed 1,25 11,72 11,93 9,71 

6,25 8,22 7,79 7,14 
18,75 7,95 10,04 8,41 
25 8,54 6,50 6,24 

Method accuracy 0,25 [-23,77; 28,22] [-22,11; 30,99] [-18,43; 
25,10] 

[-30%; +30%], except at LLOQ where [-40%; 
+40%] is allowed 

1,25 [-23,10; 28,21] [-22,17; 26,93] [-17,99; 
22,92] 

6,25 [-11,27; 28,52] [-7,26; 28,17] [-7,29; 
26,37] 

18,75 [-15,28; 21,06] [-17,47; 26,35] [-15.32; 
22,65] 

25 [-10,32; 25,34] [-4,96; 21,89] [-4,87; 
20,85] 

Uncertainty relative expanded 
uncertainty % 

0,25 25,61 25,90 21,44 n.d. 
1,25 24,39 24,18 19,94 
6,25 17,45 16,34 15,10 
18,75 16,70 20,87 17,62 
25 17,47 13,22 12,66  
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3.4.2.3. Precision. The precision of an analytical method expresses the 
closeness of agreement between the values obtained from repeated 
measurements. This was investigated at two levels: (i) the repeatability, 
which gives the precision under the same operating conditions over a 
short time interval (in-run), and (ii) the intermediate precision, also 
termed reproducibility, which expresses the intra-laboratories varia-
tions (between-run), assessed on different days. The precision is a 
measure of the relative error of the method and is expressed in terms of 
relative standard deviation (RSD). The precision is deemed acceptable if 
the intermediate precision and the repeatability are below 15% for all 
concentration levels, except at the LLOQ where 20% is allowed. From 
Table 2 it can be concluded that the method performance is acceptable 
since all RSD values were ≤12.63%). 

3.4.2.4. Accuracy. Accuracy takes into account the total error (TE) of 
the test results and is represented by the β-expectation tolerance limits. 
These limits, calculated at four different concentration levels, can be 
used as a predictive tool such that 95% of future results using the 
analytical method would be expected to fall within the predefined 
acceptance limits [− λ; λ]. For the current method, we assigned accep-
tance criteria for accuracy such that the β-expectation tolerance limits 
for the concentration levels studied are ±30% for all concentration 
levels, except at the LLOQ where the limits are ±40%, in accordance 
with ICH M10 guidance. For all concentration levels except at the LLOQ 
for the Hc peptide (value of ±30.99%), tolerance limits were lower than 
± 30% target value. As the predefined acceptance criteria were met, the 
method was judged fit for its intended purpose in terms of accuracy. 

3.4.2.5. Expanded uncertainty. The expanded uncertainty is calculated 
as a 95% confidence interval around the reportable results in which the 
true value can be found. As shown in Table 2 the maximum observed 
value for relative expanded uncertainty, calculated as the ratio of the 
expanded uncertainty at a 95% confidence level and the respective 
concentration level, corresponds to 26%, which was deemed as a 
scientifically reasonable margin for this type of analysis. 

3.5. Assay format and system suitability test for routine analysis 

The next step was to apply the validated assay to a real-life TeNT 
fermentation process. This includes the presence of at least one technical 
replicate of the sample preparation. Moreover, as both the use of one 
quantifier peptide to quantify the amount of TeNT, and the use of the 
mean of values obtained for both peptides were in scope of the method 
validation, it was decided to choose the latter methodology. We could 
also incorporate two additional validity criteria, which is highly desir-
able for an in-process control assay (see Fig. 4). If the samples are pre-
pared in duplicate and subjected to quantification by means of each 
peptide separately, we can incorporate an additional validity criterion 
when determining the mean of both measurements. Indeed, based on the 
data generated during the validation, the maximum relative standard 
deviation (% RSD), of the amount of TeNT quantified during one single 
injection, either by utilizing the Lc peptide as quantifying peptide or 
alternatively by utilizing the Hc peptide as quantifying peptide corre-
sponded to 18.44% at the LLOQ (see supplemental table 2). Moreover, 
the overall mean % RSD and the median % RSD values were close to 
each other, indicating that the method is robust. In addition to this in- 
sample validity criterion, a second between-sample validity criterion 
was proposed. The second criterion, which is based on the relative 
expanded uncertainty obtained for the 3rd strategy (see 3.4.2.5.) was set 
at 25%. If these assay validity criteria were not met for the technical 
duplicates, the experiment was deemed invalid and had to be repeated. 
A schematic overview of the experimental strategy for a real-life routine 
experiment is depicted in Fig. 4. This experiment was performed on each 
of the fermentation samples (see 3.6). 

3.6. Application of the method during a real-life experiment: assessment 
of the effect of different stress conditions on the quantity of TeNT being 
produced 

TeNT is produced by fermentation using a complex growth medium 
at pH 7.2, under continuous nitrogen flow into the medium, a growth 
temperature of 34 ◦C, and under constant agitation. At the end of the 
fermentation, approximately 142 h post inoculation, the toxin is har-
vested from the culture supernatant, inactivated with formaldehyde to 
produce the toxoid, which is then purified and combined with other 
antigens for use in multivalent vaccines [11]. Past reports have shown 
that growth on a more acidic medium resulted in lower to no TeNT 
production at the time of harvesting. The same study also demonstrated 
that an increase in growth temperature to 37 ◦C resulted in a slight 

Fig. 3. Accuracy profiles with β-expectation interval (solid red line), relative 
bias (solid blue line), 95% β-expectation tolerance limits (dashed green line); 
back-calculated concentrations of reference standards (dots) and ±30% 
acceptance limits (red line). These accuracy profiles were established for the 
back calculation strategy 1, where the Lc peptide is taken as quantifier peptide 
(A), strategy 2, were the Hc peptide is taken as quantifier (B) and strategy 3, 
where each peptide separately serves a quantifier and where the mean of the 
obtained values is reported (C). (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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decrease in the amount of TeNT present in the medium [51]. In addition 
to these physical parameters, growth medium composition plays a 
critical role in TeNT production [11,22,52]. However, attempts to 
rationally design medium have resulted in reduced TeNT production 
[11]. Therefore, in order to mimic real life stress factors that could occur 
during the industrial production process, we focused on the physical 
parameters such as an augmentation of the growth temperature (from 
34 ◦C to 36 ◦C), lowering of the pH (to pH 6.0) and a cessation of con-
stant agitation. TeNT culturing was performed in duplicate for the 
abovementioned stress conditions and the normal growth condition. 
Both the optical density of the culture (to monitor bacterial growth) and 
the cell viability were monitored in addition to determination of the 
amount of TeNT (Fig. 5B). The latter was determined by both the 
traditional flocculation assay (Fig. 5C) and the developed LC-MS/MS 
quantitation method (Fig. 5D and Supplemental Table 3). 

The normal TeNT fermentation process is characterized by a bacte-
rial growth curve with maximum bacterial cell density achieved around 
90 h post inoculation (Fig. 5B, blue lines). From that point, the bacteria 
begin to undergo lysis, resulting in the release of intracellular TeNT into 
the medium. A sharp increase in extracellular TeNT levels from 90 h to 
140 h is followed by a slower increase and stabilization or even a slight 
decrease for the subsequent time points. The stabilization phase is due to 
the fact that there are no longer TeNT producing bacteria and the slight 
decrease could be explained by the presence of intracellular proteases 
which co-released into the medium. This general pattern of TeNT 
expression is evidences by both the flocculation test and the targeted LC- 
MS/MS assay (Fig. 5C and D, blue lines). However, the absolute values 
differ by a factor of 1.5–2 at the higher levels of TeNT in the medium. 
This may be explained by the fact that the Lf test is only semi- 
quantitative [17,20], and is normally performed on the purified toxoid 
rather than TeNT. Moreover, there may be interference with the floc-
culation assay from other C. tetani proteins or other components of the 
bacterial expression medium [17]. This later hypothesis can explain the 
discrepancy in the amount of TeNT found during the two last time 
points, where active bacterial cell lysis was induced by the addition of 
salt, between the Lf assay and the developed methodology (see Fig. 5C 
and D, blue lines). 

When comparing the standard conditions to those in growth medium 
with lower pH, it is obvious that the lowering of the pH had a detri-
mental effect on the amount of TeNT produced (Fig. 5C and D, green 
lines). This was likely due to the lack of bacterial growth observed under 
low pH conditions (Fig. 5B, green lines). This is consistent with what is 
known in the literature [50]. An increase in temperature of the culture 
(from 34 ◦C to 36 ◦C) resulted in an initial augmentation of TeNT 
expression compared to standard conditions, but then a plateau and 

drop-off at the later harvesting points (Fig. 5C and D, red lines). The 
early augmentation is likely due to increased lysis of bacteria earlier in 
the fermentation compared to the normal growth conditions (Fig. 5B, 
red lines) and the subsequent release of the previously intracellular 
TeNT into the medium [53]. Unfortunately, this phenomenon at the 
intermediate time points could not be verified by means of the floccu-
lation test due to the much higher limit of detection of that assay. From 
120 h post inoculation onwards, a decrease in the amount of TeNT 
present in the medium was observed by both LC-MS/MS and floccula-
tion assay and is likely due to proteases that would also be expected to be 
released during bacterial lysis. The condition with no agitation of the 
growth medium, on the other hand, showed similar bacterial growth 
profiles to the standard conditions (Fig. 5B, orange lines) as well as 
similar TeNT expression, as assessed by both the flocculation assay and 
by the developed LC-MS method (Fig. 5C and D, orange lines). 

4. Conclusion 

A targeted LC-MS/MS method was developed and validated for the 
purpose of quantitation of TeNT expressed by Clostridium tetani during 
the production process to generate the tetanus toxoid vaccine antigen. 
This method is able to detect TeNT present in the bacterial growth 
medium with a detection limit of 0.025 Lf/mL and is able to accurately 
quantify TeNT in the same complex matrix with a LLOQ of 0.25 Lf/mL. 
The developed method is almost 10-fold more sensitive than a previ-
ously described LC-MS/MS based TeNT detection method [18]. This 
latter method was sufficient only for qualitative identification of TeNT. 
Compared to a specific quantitative ELISA test for TeNT quantitation, 
our LC-MS/MS method appears to be approximately 25-fold less sensi-
tive [20]. However, it should be mentioned that the LODs reported for 
the ELISA methods were obtained with either the purified TeNT or pu-
rified toxoid, and thus may not reflect real-life conditions for detection 
and quantification of a protein in complex bacterial medium. 

The quantitative LC-MS/MS method was successfully applied to 
monitor the amount of TeNT produced during the multi-day production 
process, an important complementary method to optical density, which 
only monitors bacterial growth and not specific TeNT expression. Our 
methodology can also be used to support the optimization of culture 
process or to assess the impact of changes in culturing conditions. 
Furthermore, the quantification of TeNT in combination with tran-
scriptomic data, under both standard growth conditions and stressed 
conditions could give valuable information about TeNT gene regulation 
and the biology of C. tetani cell culture [22]. 

Fig. 4. Scheme illustrating the experimental 
set-up for a real-life routine quantitation of 
TeNT. For each routine sample analysis, the 
sample will be split into two aliquots (A1 
and A2), both subjected to separate samples 
clean–up, tryptic digest and injection. The 
mean of the back calculated values, based on 
the area obtained for the two peptides, will 
be averaged. The % relative standard devi-
ation for this averaging should be lower than 
20%. Next, also the value obtained for both 
aliquots is averaged to obtain one final end 
value. Also here, an additional validation 
criterion was introduced stating that the 
relative standard deviation for this aver-
aging should be lower than 25%. If both 
validity criteria are not met, the obtained 
values are not accepted and the analysis has 
to be redone.   
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